Are you ready for ICD-10?
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In just 5 hours, our experts will have your members on
track to take on the ICD-10 transition. Here’s how ...

With Ready10™ we can help you Get Ready and Be Ready for ICD-10
HEALTHCARE’S ONLY COMPLETE ICD-10 SOLUTION

TRAINING + SET-UP
5 hours of consulting with an ICD-10 expert including:
Getting you started creating your personalized transition plan.

We’ve always made a point to seek out partners that are committed to our high standards

Conversion of the Top 20 codes for your specialty.

and share our values. As a trusted partner, you are as well aware as we are that a

Expert review of 50 charts to show you how to use the results.

successful ICD-10 transition is critical to the financial viability of your clients’ practices.

Showing you how to get your entire practice fully engaged.

Large or small, physician practices have unique ICD-10 needs. Ready10™ was created to

How to determine if your vendors and payers are really ready.

address those needs, and remains healthcare’s premier physician practice-focused ICD-10

IMPLEMENTATION + MANAGEMENT

solution. To make it even easier to reach your physicians, we have developed Ready10™
so that you can take the lead in preparing physician practices for the imminent transition.

The Ready10™ web-based, virtual consultant will allow you to:
Quickly convert all your codes with Ready10™ Translator.

As you already know, Ready10™ is the easiest, most efficient way for physician practices

Implement and maintain a complete ICD-10 transition plan.

to prepare for ICD-10. It’s the only single-source solution that delivers everything they

Automatically assign tasks, milestones and deadlines.

need to know and everything they need to do to successfully manage their transition

Receive automated code conversions and chart review results.

to ICD-10 – and ensure that their reimbursements continue.

Also get post-transition guidance, revenue tracking and analysis.

Ready10™ Delivers
Ready10™ simplifies the complicated aspects of ICD-10 and delivers step-by-step
guidance through every phase of transition. In fact, after the initial setup, spending as
little as 15 minutes per day with this simple-to-use, yet incredibly powerful solution
can help your practice manage their transition to ICD-10 with ease.

		 Want us to guide you through the process step by step?
		Your choice is Ready10™ Pro.
		 Want to Do-It-Yourself with the help of some very powerful tools?
		Your choice is Ready10™ Basic.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT US: CMS.cpticdpros.com
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Our All-In-One, Web-Based, Do-It-Yourself Software Bundle ...
1. Ready10™ Project Management component for managing every
aspectof your ICD-10 transition including project planning, budgets,
surveys and impact assessments, automatic status updates for
assigned tasks, milestones and deadlines, automated chart reviews,
automated code conversions and much, much more!
2. Ready10™ Translator component for easily converting billing codes
from ICD-9 to ICD-10 in half the time of other methods.

*PLUS $99 per additional billable provider (one provider license and five users included)

